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VALIDATION OF THE HADRIAN SYSTEM WITH A TRAIN STATION DESIGN CASE STUDY


a Department of Design and Technology, b Department of Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering, c Department of Human Sciences, Loughborough University, Loughborough, UK

The HADRIAN (Human Anthropometric Data Requirements Investigation & Analysis) human modelling system is under development at Loughborough University as part of the EPSRC funded AUNT-SUE (Accessibility and User Needs in Transport for Sustainable Urban Environments) project. The HADRIAN system aims to foster a ‘design for all’ ethos by allowing ergonomists and designers to see the effects of different kinds of disability on the physical capabilities of elderly and disabled people. This system is based upon the long established SAMMIE system (System for Aiding Man Machine Interaction Evaluation), and uses data collected from 102 elderly and disabled individuals (Joint range of motion and anthropometry, ability to use steps and stairs, lifts escalators etc.). The HADRIAN system allows three dimensional CAD data of new products to be imported, with subsequent analysis using all of 102 sample members. The 102 sample includes a stature range of 1st% UK female to 99th%ile UK male, and also includes a range of disabilities that have been assessed using scales from Martin et al (1994). In this way the needs of people with specific conditions, such as arthritis, can be demonstrated and where possible, design accommodation can be improved. This paper describes the validation activity that is underway with the HADRIAN system. The validation reflects the transport focus of the AUNT SUE project by using HADRIAN to analyse the user interaction points that people encounter when using the Docklands Light Railway in London. This includes the use of ticket machines, the use of the train station infrastructure such as lifts and steps and stairs, and the use of ATMs to obtain cash. The validation is being performed by comparing the predicted results from HADRIAN and the abilities of users when performing real life tasks such as retrieving a ticket from a machine, or pressing a floor button when in a lift.

Introduction

Human modelling systems (HMS) such as JACK, RAMSIS, SAMMIE (Porter et al 2004), and SAFEWORK are used in the design of vehicles, manufacturing environments and workstations. These systems use Computer Aided Design software to represent the
size and shape variability of humans in simulations of environments such as car interiors (see Figure 1). The ability to simulate how people of different sizes and nationalities are accommodated by a product removes the need for costly early physical prototypes. If used correctly within a design process that includes later prototypes that verify the HMS analysis results, HMS can be highly cost effective. Currently HMS systems support design activity with a focus on able bodied people. The aging population in the UK (WHO 2008) and a greater awareness of the needs of disabled people (Disability Discrimination Act (DDA 2005)), have raised the prospect of using HMS to simulate the effects of disability, supporting the design of more inclusive products. Using human modelling systems to represent the effects of disability does raise issues in terms of the expertise of the end user. The designers and engineers that use HMS in the product design process generally have little experience of the effects of disability or the coping strategies used by disabled people. Current HMS systems have no methods of representing the coping strategies used by disabled people, such as sliding a kettle along a work surface instead of carrying it. This paper describes the validation of a new HMS system that has been designed to combine anthropometric, joint range of motion and behavioural data for a sample of disabled people. The aim of the new system is to foster a greater awareness of the effects of disability amongst designers and engineers, whilst providing a tool that supports a design process resulting in greater accommodation of the needs of elderly and disabled people. The test bed for the new system (HADRIAN) is the long established SAMMIE system (Marshall et al 2004).

The HADRIAN system

A key feature of the HADRIAN system is that the process of evaluating a product is automated, removing the product designer or engineer from key stages of the HMS process that require knowledge of the behaviour of disabled people. The HADRIAN system allows a product analysis to be performed on the basis of a task description.
provided by the software user. For example, if a ticket machine is to be evaluated, the user would import a CAD model of the ticket machine into the HADRIAN system and build a list of tasks to be performed. Example tasks for a ticket machine include the use of a control to select on screen options, and depositing money into the coin slot. The HADRIAN system can perform these interactions for all of the sample members built into it, using data on the coping strategies of each individual to automatically perform tasks such as the positioning of the virtual user, to allow the best reach to the various controls built into the product. The system can then identify which users were unable to complete certain task stages based upon their ability to reach and view the interaction points of a product. This allows design changes to be identified that can increase the accommodation of the product, such as lowering a control or changing a screen angle. The behavioural data that is used in HADRIAN was captured from the video recording of kitchen based activities of daily living performed by each participant. The system also contains demographic information such as the type of disability, age, sex and occupation.

**The HADRIAN sample of users**

HADRIAN is based upon data collected from a sample of 102 people, the majority of whom were registered as disabled, or had age related impaired mobility. The sample of elderly and disabled users participated in the following data collection activities; anthropometric data, joint range of motion data, reach range data, completion of a questionnaire detailing the use of different modes of public transport, and the collection of baseline data on the ability of the participants to perform kitchen based activities of daily living. Within the sample of 102 people 59 people have some form of impairment including: limb loss, asthma, blood conditions, cerebral palsy, epilepsy, head injuries, multiple sclerosis, arthritis, vision and hearing impairments, heart problems, paraplegia, Parkinson’s disease, stroke, and dyslexia, amongst others. Of the 43 able bodied people 20 were aged over 60 and had undiagnosed or minor impairments associated with being older. The remaining participants provide baseline information on the capabilities of non disabled people. All of the sample members included in HADRIAN were capable of living independently. Each subject was assessed using a modified version of the OPCS sample frame (Martin et al 1994) to allow a comparison of the severity of disability exhibited by the HADRIAN sample to prevalence and severity of disability in the UK.

**Anthropometric data used in the HADRIAN subject simulations**

The following anthropometric measures were collected from each participant. Stature, Arm length, Upper arm length, Elbow-shoulder, Abdominal depth, Thigh depth, Knee-hip length, Ankle-knee length, Ankle height, Foot length, Sitting height, Sitting shoulder height, hip-shoulder length, Chest height, Chest depth, Head height, Eye-top of head, Buttock-knee length, knee height, Shoulder breadth, Hip breadth, Hand length and Grip length.
Joint Constraint data used in the HADRIAN subject simulations

The following joint constraint data measures were collected from each participant; shoulder extension, shoulder flexion, shoulder abduction, shoulder adduction, arm extension, arm flexion, arm abduction, arm adduction, arm medial rotation, arm lateral rotation, elbow extension, elbow flexion, elbow pronation, elbow supination, wrist extension, wrist flexion, wrist abduction, and wrist adduction.

Data collected on positioning and posture

The prototype version of HADRIAN contains automation data based upon the kitchen tasks that were performed in the user trials. The participants were asked to move a variety of objects onto a high shelf, a work surface, and into cupboards and shelves of standard kitchen units. This process was video recorded to allow the postures that were adopted to be coded (see Figure 2). Table 1 shows the positioning and postural data that were captured for both ambulant and wheelchair using participants. These coded data were used to inform the behavioural aspects of the HADRIAN task automation. A more detailed description of the HADRIAN system can be found in Marshall et al (2009).

The Validation of the HADRIAN system

The HADRIAN validation process aims to verify and potentially improve the data that drives the automation of the product assessment process. This is done by comparing the results of the analysis of the accessibility of three travel interaction points, namely, a ticket machine, a lift at a railway station.
Table 1. The coding information used to classify the postures exhibited by the HADRIAN sample members during the kitchen tasks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Postures and orientations to be coded</th>
<th>Coding criteria for use in HADRIAN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Orientation of the user to the kitchen cupboards</td>
<td>Face on, side on, angled approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arm used for the tasks</td>
<td>Left or right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The posture of the legs during the kitchen tasks (ambulant participants only)</td>
<td>Straight, bent 1 (knee angle 170-120°), bent 2 (knee angle 119-40°), crouch (knee angle 39-0°), left kneel, right kneel, full kneel, sitting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back twist</td>
<td>Left or right &gt;10°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back bend</td>
<td>Upright (0-10°), lean (11-45°), bend (46°+)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoulder</td>
<td>Relaxed, extended</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head orientation</td>
<td>Yaw (neutral, left, right +/- &gt;10°) Pitch (neutral, forward back +/- &gt;10°) Tilt (Neutral, left, right, +/- &gt;10°)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and an ATM machine. The selection of travel interaction points reflects the aim of the AUNT SUE project, which is to reduce social exclusion by supporting increased accessibility to the travel infrastructure by elderly and disabled people. Three different analysis techniques are used to assess the interaction points. Firstly an expert user of HMS, with extensive experience of the coping strategies used by disabled people, performed an analysis using HADRIAN data in SAMMIE. The SAMMIE system allowed the expert HMS user to simulate the anthropometry and joint range of motion only, with the experience of the expert user driving the behavioural aspects of the product analysis. The second analysis technique involves the use of the HADRIAN system to perform an automated analysis. Finally, a selection of the HADRIAN sample are asked to perform the same product interactions that were performed by their virtual counterparts with the real products. This has the potential to illustrate unexpected coping strategies or task failures that were not anticipated in the virtual user trials performed in SAMMIE and HADRIAN. Any new information gained regarding user behaviour can then be applied to refine the automation of HADRIAN for specific tasks.

Validation sample members

Ten HADRIAN subjects will participate in the validation process. The subjects selected were two people over 65 with arthritis (male and female), an ambulant disabled female with cerebral palsy who uses a wheeled walking frame, a male mobility scooter user with mobility problems caused by a brain tumour, a powered wheelchair user with limited strength in the right arm due to a stroke, and five manual wheelchair users with a range of upper body mobility. These participants exhibit physical limitations in joint range of motion and reaching ability that affect their ability to interact with products, which can be compared between the three analysis techniques.
Validation progress

The analysis of the lift, ticket machine and ATM has been performed by the expert user with the sample of ten HADRIAN participants. Figures 3, 4 and 5 show the analysis in progress for the ATM, ticket machine and lift respectively.

The analysis of two NCR ATM designs

The cash machine manufacturer and project collaborator NCR has provided two cash machine designs for the validation process. This includes real ATM fascias for an analysis using the HADRIAN sample members, and CAD data to allow a virtual analysis using HADRIAN and SAMMIE as shown in Figure 3. The ATM illustrated in Figure 3 is a new design that is currently being installed worldwide. An earlier model has also been provided by NCR. The analysis of the ATM involves different mounting heights for the ATM, the range of which is found internationally. Each HADRIAN participant will be asked to perform typical product interaction stages (insert a credit card, select a cash withdrawal by using a screen button, collect the cash, deposit a cheque in an envelope) which have been reproduced using the virtual analysis techniques.

The analysis of the ticket machine used by the Docklands Light Railway (DLR) in London

The analysis of the ticket machines used by the DLR will be performed using a sample of participants based in the London area. These participants have been matched to
members of the original sample in terms of their type and severity of disability. This allows an analysis of the general applicability of the design recommendations made using the original HADRIAN sample members, when compared to other people with similar conditions. For example, the participant shown in Figure 4 exhibits limited shoulder rotation and arm strength due to a combination of a broken back suffered in a car accident and a subsequent stroke. This meant that the joint constraints applied to the human model in SAMMIE and HADRIAN indicated difficulty in reaching to the controls and coin slot incorporated in the design. This necessitated a near sideways approach by this wheelchair user which allowed the virtual participant to reach all of the interaction points, but also caused a poor viewing angle to the screen. The completed virtual analysis determined that the user would find it difficult to read the on screen information. The comparison between the virtual results and those of the real participants will be the basis for the validation HADRIAN data for this product. The virtual analysis has been completed in both the HADRIAN and SAMMIE systems, providing a range of design recommendations that would improve the accommodation of the device for use by elderly and disabled people, whilst not disadvantaging non disabled users. The next stage of the validation process will be the matched sample user trials in London, which will follow a scenario that includes the use of the ticket machine, accessing the platform level using the lift or a ramp that is over 100m long, boarding a train and then returning to the original station. The DLR station is due for refurbishment. The DLR management have supported the validation process by providing CAD data for ticket machines and access to the Greenwich station for measurement and assessment activities. The design recommendations produced by the validation process will be considered by the DLR management for inclusion in the refurbishment of the Greenwich DLR station.

The analysis of a lift used in the DLR train station in Greenwich, London

The analysis of the lift used in the DLR train station will follow the matched sample approach used in the analysis of the DLR ticket machine. The virtual analysis of the lift
The analysis of a lift found at the Greenwich Docklands Light Railway (DLR) station in London with a participant with mobility problems caused by a brain tumour has indicated a number of design recommendations. The virtual evaluation shown in Figure 5 indicated that a mobility scooter user would be unable to share the lift with other users due to space constraints. Also, the limited mobility of the user indicated difficulty in looking backwards when reversing the mobility scooter out of the lift (the user had removed the mirrors usually attached to the mobility scooter). Other HADRIAN sample members indicated that the limited width of the lift would make it difficult for people with limited upper body mobility to access the buttons for the alarm and holding the doors open, as these were located in the highest location on the control panel.

The matched sample that will be asked to use this lift at the Greenwich DLR station will be observed to determine if these issues arise.

Conclusions

The HADRIAN validation process has been designed to verify and improve the automation of the HMS analysis of products that are associated with the travel infrastructure. The virtual analysis that has been completed has highlighted access issues that could hinder the use of public transport systems by people with disabilities and older people. The verification of these results with real users will demonstrate the effectiveness of the HADRIAN system for the analysis of tasks which are different to
those upon which the automation is based, i.e. kitchen based tasks. Any differences in the assumed behaviour of the virtual HADRIAN sample members that are found in reality, will serve to fine tune the automation of the HADRIAN system. The dissemination of the HADRIAN dataset will take three forms. The first form will be a database that presents the information gathered to researchers and designers. The second form will be data which can be applied to all current HMS systems in terms of anthropometry and joint range of motion, and the third form will be HADRIAN itself, which will combine all of the data available with automation of the product analysis. The use of HADRIAN has the potential to support designers and ergonomists in their efforts to improve access for disabled people who have the capability to live independently, but who are excluded from public transport use by an infrastructure design process that does not currently take account of their needs.
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